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FaunaDB Correctness Report

Introduction
FaunaDB is a distributed NoSQL database system with full support for ACID transactions 
involving many records across multiple shards and geographically distributed replicas. It is 
designed to be deployed in modern, commoditized datacenter and cloud environments, and 
therefore makes minimal assumptions about the underlying hardware and network.

In this report, we describe FaunaDB’s consistency guarantees and the operational 
constraints of its fault tolerance. We then describe our testing methodology, as well as 
correctness tests for FaunaDB that we have implemented using the Jepsen framework and 
a summary of the results.

About Jepsen
The Jepsen (https://jepsen.io) project was started in 2013 by Kyle Kingsbury as a series of 
analyses on the behavior of database systems in the presence of network partitions and 
other environment faults[1]. Each post in the series demonstrated how almost every 
distributed database failed to live up to its vendor's claims of correctness or fault tolerance 
when faced with predictable scenarios. At the time, this served as a wake-up call to 
database vendors that they would be held accountable for the claims they had made.

Jepsen has since developed into a sophisticated open source toolkit[2] for evaluating many 
aspects of database systems’ behavior under fault. It includes many different tests, a 
linearizability model checker, and the ability to subject a system to a combination of failure 
scenarios such as node loss, many different types of network faults, and clock misbehavior.

FaunaDB’s Guarantees
FaunaDB provides strict serializability–or linearizability–for transactions that write, and 
serializability for transactions that only read data[3]. These guarantees are maintained 
regardless of the operational state of the cluster. As a consistent system, FaunaDB will time 
out or abort a transaction with an error if these guarantees cannot be maintained within the 
bounds of fault tolerance, described below.

In practical terms this means that:

● Resolution of read-write transactions will take into account the effects of all prior 
transactions.
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● If read-write transaction B commits after read-write transaction A in real time, then if a 
concurrent transaction sees the effects of B, it will also see the effects of A.

● Read-only transactions will always observe a snapshot consistent view of data.

● A read-write transaction that has been acknowledged has had its effects durably 
committed by the cluster and will not be lost.

● A read-write transaction which aborts will have no effect on the state of data.

● The result of a read-write transaction which times out is indeterminate. However, 
subsequent transactions are guaranteed to see its effects if it was durably committed.

Furthermore, all FaunaDB clients maintain a last seen transaction watermark, in order to 
provide a strict serializability guarantee for read-only and read-write transactions originating 
from the same client.

FaunaDB achieves these guarantees with a combination of three capabilities: stable 
snapshot reads across shards, read-write conflict detection, and log-based transaction 
sequencing. Combining snapshot isolation with read-write conflict detection allows the 
system to achieve serializability[4], but is not sufficient to linearize transactions. To allow 
enforcement of linearizability, FaunaDB uses a log to sequence transactions. The order of 
transactions within the log reflects the real-time order in which they were committed, and 
therefore preserves the overall linearizability of read-write transactions[5].

Operational Constraints
A FaunaDB cluster is organized into a number of replicas, each of which contains one or 
more nodes. Each replica contains a copy of the cluster’s entire dataset, sharded across 
each node within the replica. A subset of these replicas also replicates the transaction log. 
For increased throughput, the transaction log is sharded across nodes within each 
participating replica as well.

The transaction log’s availability is critical for cluster liveness. All log shards must be 
available at all times. Each log shard is replicated independently via Raft: Any given log 
shard is available as long as a majority of its replica nodes are available. During a network 
partition, a set of nodes is capable of processing requests only if it contains a majority of 
replica nodes for each log shard.

The system maintains the consistency of data replicas via the deterministic application of 
transactions as they come through the log. Because consistency is derived from the log, a 
set of nodes is capable of processing requests as long as it contains at least one full replica 
of the entire data set.
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Cluster configuration state is consistently replicated across all nodes. Changes to 
configuration require acknowledgement from a quorum of nodes in order to successfully 
commit.

Verifying FaunaDB’s Correctness with Jepsen
As part of our engineering process, we have built and continue to maintain a comprehensive 
suite of tests. These range from unit tests of individual modules to comprehensive 
integration tests which exercise FaunaDB clusters in the presence of node and cluster 
faults. While our internal suite is critical to our ability to deliver reliable software, it is not 
suitable for the external verification of FaunaDB’s correctness.

We have chosen to implement a set of tests using Jepsen in order to do just that. For this 
report, we focused on verifying FaunaDB’s ability to enforce linearizability in several 
common scenarios. We tested FaunaDB version 2.5.1 using Jepsen version 0.1.8. We ran 
our tests against a 9 node cluster, comprising 3 replicas of 3 nodes each. This cluster 
configuration ensured we exercised both multi-shard and multi-replica consistency.

We have adapted two tests to the FaunaDB query language: The register test is designed to 
verify the ability of a system to linearize all operations on a single key. The bank test 
simulates a simple balance transfer workload.

Jepsen runs a test multiple times, each time injecting one or more faults to test the system’s 
response. The following is a list of types of faults:

● Random partitions: Partitions the cluster into two randomized sets of nodes.

● Majority rings: Allows every node to see a majority of its peers, but no node sees the 
same majority.

● Kill node: Kills a randomly-chosen node.

● Start/Stop node: Pauses and resumes a node, simulating process stalls such as stop-the-
world garbage collection events.

● Clock skews: Skews each node's system clock by a randomly-chosen number of amount 
of time, up to multiple seconds.

Register Test
This test checks FaunaDB’s ability to enforce linearizability over individual records. A 
sequence of randomly-generated read, write, and compare-and-set operations are executed 
on a set of keys. During the test, each transaction and response is logged by the test client. 
At the end of the test, the sequence of operations on each key is checked to ensure they 
form a linearizable history.
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Normally, read transactions in FaunaDB are serializable. Since this test specifically checks 
for linearizability, we added a linearizable mode to the system which ensures that all 
transactions are sequenced through the transaction engine.

Record linearizability is preserved in each test run. Here is the test result output of one run:

jepsen.core: {:perf
 {:latency-graph {:valid? true},
  :rate-graph {:valid? true},
  :valid? true},
 :details
 {:valid? true,
  :results
  {0
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 0}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   7
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 2}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   1
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 1}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   4
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 4}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   6
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 1}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   3
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 4}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   2
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
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    {:valid? true, :model {:value 1}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   9
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 0}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   5
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 3}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   10
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 3}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true},
   8
   {:timeline {:valid? true},
    :linearizable
    {:valid? true, :model {:value 1}, :final-paths (), :configs ()},
    :valid? true}},
  :failures []},
 :valid? true}

Everything looks good! ヽ(‘ー`)ノ

Bank Test
This test demonstrates FaunaDB's ability to enforce serializability of transactions involving 
multiple records. It does so by modelling a bank with multiple accounts. Transfers of 
randomly-chosen amounts between accounts are executed concurrently, along with reads of 
the balance of all accounts. Two constraints are maintained: An account’s balance cannot 
drop below 0, and the total of all account balances must never change.

FaunaDB demonstrates the ability to preserve the test constraints in each run:

jepsen.core: {:perf
 {:latency-graph {:valid? true},
  :rate-graph {:valid? true},
  :valid? true},
 :timeline {:valid? true},
 :details {:valid? true, :bad-reads []},
 :valid? true}

Everything looks good! ヽ(‘ー`)ノ
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Conclusion
We are grateful for Jepsen and its role in increasing the level of industry awareness that the 
claims a system makes–especially those of a distributed transactional database–must be 
demonstrated to be true.

These test results, along with our own continuous internal correctness testing and the 
continued success of existing production deployments, are the result of years of dedicated 
engineering and prior experience with similar distributed systems in demanding operational 
environments.

While testing is sufficient to demonstrate FaunaDB's ability to meet its correctness 
guarantees, transactional correctness is only a single aspect of how FaunaDB makes 
managing modern mission-critical workloads productive and safe: FaunaDB's query 
language and flexible data model reduce application-related bugs. Its secure-by-default 
approach minimizes the risk of data leaks. Its cluster management interface is designed for 
safety, simplicity, and ease of automation, and eliminates many operator mistakes.

If you have any questions about these reported results or if you would like to reproduce 
them within your own environment, we are happy to help you.

Please get in touch at priority@fauna.com

1. See "Jepsen: On the perils of network partitions" https://aphyr.com/posts/281-jepsen-on-
the-perils-of-network-partitions
2. Jepsen on Github https://github.com/jepsen-io/jepsen
3. By default, index reads run at a relaxed _snapshot isolation_, meaning that concurrent 
modifications to indexes do not affect transaction resolution. FaunaDB chooses this default 
in order to preserve write throughput by avoiding contention for indexes with high cardinality 
or highly volatile terms. Indexes can be opted-in to strict serializability, however, as a matter 
of schema configuration. This is described in more detail in https://blog.fauna.com/acid-
transactions-in-a-globally-distributed-database
4. See "A Critique of Snapshot Isolation" https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2168853
5. See "Our technical white paper goes into specific detail about how the system's 
transaction log is distributed and replicated, and how it's used to provide a deterministic 
transaction execution order. https://fauna.com/whitepaper


